
GE THEME COURSES 
Overview 
Courses that are accepted into the General Education (GE) Themes must meet two sets of Expected 
Learning Outcomes (ELOs): those common for all GE Themes and one set specific to the content of the 
Theme. This form begins with the criteria common to all themes and has expandable sections relating to 
each specific theme. 

A course may be accepted into more than one Theme if the ELOs for each theme are met. Courses seeing 
approval for multiple Themes will complete a submission document for each theme.  Courses seeking 
approval as a 4-credit, Integrative Practices course need to complete a similar submission form for the 
chosen practice.  It may be helpful to consult your Director of Undergraduate Studies or appropriate support 
staff person as you develop and submit your course.  

Please enter text in the boxes to describe how your class will meet the ELOs of the Theme to which it 
applies. Please use language that is clear and concise and that colleagues outside of your discipline will be 
able to follow. You are encouraged to refer specifically to the syllabus submitted for the course, since the 
reviewers will also have that document Because this document will be used in the course review and 
approval process, you should be as specific as possible, listing concrete activities, specific theories, names 
of scholars, titles of textbooks etc.  

Course subject & number 

General Expectations of All Themes 
GOAL 1: Successful students will analyze an important topic or idea at a more advanced and 
in-depth level than the foundations. 

Please briefly identify the ways in which this course represents an advanced study of the focal theme.  
In this context, “advanced” refers to courses that are e.g., synthetic, rely on research or cutting-edge 
findings, or deeply engage with the subject matter, among other possibilities. (50-500 words) 



Course subject & number 

ELO 1.1 Engage in critical and logical thinking about the topic or idea of the theme. Please link this 
ELO to the course goals and topics and indicate specific activities/assignments through which it will be met. (50-
700 words) 

ELO 1.2 Engage in an advanced, in-depth, scholarly exploration of the topic or idea of the theme. 
Please link this ELO to the course goals and topics and indicate specific activities/assignments through which it will 
be met. (50-700 words) 



Course subject & number 

GOAL 2: Successful students will integrate approaches to the theme by making 
connections to out-of-classroom experiences with academic knowledge or across disciplines 
and/or to work they have done in previous classes and that they anticipate doing in future. 

ELO 2.1 Identify, describe, and synthesize approaches or experiences as they apply to the theme. 
Please link this ELO to the course goals and topics and indicate specific activities/assignments through which it will 
be met. (50-700 words) 

ELO 2.2 Demonstrate a developing sense of self as a learner through reflection, self-assessment, and 
creative work, building on prior experiences to respond to new and challenging contexts. Please link 
this ELO to the course goals and topics and indicate specific activities/assignments through which it will be met. 
(50-700 words) 



Course subject & number 

Specific Expectations of Courses in Citizenship 
GOAL 1: Successful students will explore and analyze a range of perspectives on local, 
national, or global citizenship, and apply the knowledge, skills, and dispositions that 
constitute citizenship. 

ELO 1.1 Describe and analyze a range of perspectives on what constitutes citizenship and how it 
differs across political, cultural, national, global, and/or historical communities. Please link this 
ELO to the course goals and topics and indicate specific activities/assignments through which it will be met. 
(50-700 words) 

ELO 1.2 Identify, reflect on, and apply the knowledge, skills and dispositions required for 
intercultural competence as a global citizen. Please link this ELO to the course goals and topics and 
indicate specific activities/assignments through which it will be met. (50-700 words) 



Course subject & number 

GOAL 2: Successful students will examine notions of justice amidst difference and analyze 
and critique how these interact with historically and socially constructed ideas of 
citizenship and membership within societies, both within the US and/or around the world. 

ELO 2.1 Examine, critique, and evaluate various expressions and implications of diversity, equity, 
inclusion, and explore a variety of lived experiences. Please link this ELO to the course goals and topics and 
indicate specific activities/assignments through which it will be met. (50-700 words) 

2.2 Analyze and critique the intersection of concepts of justice, difference, citizenship, and how 
these interact with cultural traditions, structures of power and/or advocacy for social change. Please 
link this ELO to the course goals and topics and indicate specific activities/assignments through which it will be met. 
(50-700 words) 
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	Course subject & number: English 3110
	How does this represent advanced study in this theme?: Citizenship, Justice, and Diversity in Literatures, Cultures, and Media Since the beginning of the modern nation state, cultural texts (poems, novels, films, pamphlets, zines, short stories, advertisements, comics, etc.) have been the essential medium through which the discourse of citizenship has been developed, constructed, refined, and debated. While these kinds of cultural texts do not determine a person’s legal status, they are essential to the more fundamental sense of belonging, inclusion, and identity that inheres in the word “citizen.” We create socio-political communities from shared words and stories; and the history of these cultural texts is one that has both fostered and repressed justice and diversity. For this reason, studies in English literature and culture provide an ideal venue through which to introduce general education students at The Ohio State University to concepts of citizenship, justice, and diversity. 
	ELO 1: 
	1 Engage in critical and logical thinking about the topic or idea of the theme: The nineteenth century was a period in United States history that saw an explosion of social reform projects – practical experiments and theoretical investigations designed to make the world happier, healthier, more equitable, and more just. But it was also a period in which chattel slavery was legal and in which many social inequities magnified. We will read literature associated with 19th century social reform projects and literature that showcased the various ways the United States failed to upload its founding premises. Related course goals require students • To study 19th-century U.S. authors in two major literary periods: romanticism and realism.• To theorize the relationship between aesthetic and political projects in literature. • To describe and analyze the competing and complementary perspectives of a variety of 19th-century social reform movements, which also will allow us to examine different understandings of justice, difference, equity, and citizenship.Participation, discussion posts, an archive project, and a letter to a politician (details on syllabus) provide venues for students to engage in critical and logical thinking.
	2 Engage in an advanced, in-depth, scholarly exploration of the topic or idea of the theme: Relevant course goals:• To study 19th-century U.S. authors in two major literary periods: romanticism and realism.• To theorize the relationship between aesthetic and political projects in literature. • To describe and analyze the competing and complementary perspectives of a variety of 19th-century social reform movements, which also will allow us to examine different understandings of justice, difference, equity, and citizenship.• To learn how to use 19th century digital archives. Requirements include an archive project:Many of the texts we will read in this course were originally published in magazines. OSU libraries provide digital access to many of these magazines, giving us the opportunity to enter the 19th century periodical archive. For this project you will begin by choosing a particular topic from our reading (eg. Brook Farm, the Fugitive Slave Act, the Haymarket Affair, prostitution, etc.) and then locating an article, story, or poem that engages this topic. Your project can either take the form of a standard essay, a power point presentation, or another digital media project. In all cases, your work should include: 1) a summary of your chosen text; 2) an image of the first page of the text (which would include a title); 3) a brief discussion of the larger context in which the text is situated (to whom does the magazine seem marketed? Are all the included texts similar in subject, genre, or tone?); and 3) an analysis of what your chosen document tells you about the subject. 
	1 Describe and analyze a range of perspectives on what constitutes citizenship and how it differs across political, cultural, national, global, and/or historical communities: Students will analyze American literature to learn about the theorization and history of U.S. citizenship in the 19th century.  Class participation, discussion posts, a letter to a politician, and an archival project (all detailed on syllabus) provide venues for analysis of a range of perspectives on what constitutes citizenship and how it differs across communities.
	2 Identify, reflect on, and apply the knowledge, skills and dispositions required for intercultural competence as a global citizen: Students will describe how political and social theorists in the United States variously defined and imagined citizenship — at the local, national, and global level. Class participation, discussion posts, a letter to a politician, and an archival project (all detailed on syllabus) provide venues for reflection and application of the knowledge students acquire.

	ELO 2: 
	1 Identify, describe, and synthesize approaches or experiences as they apply to the theme: Relevant course goals:• To study 19th-century U.S. authors in two major literary periods: romanticism and realism.• To theorize the relationship between aesthetic and political projects in literature. • To describe and analyze the competing and complementary perspectives of a variety of 19th-century social reform movements, which also will allow us to examine different understandings of justice, difference, equity, and citizenship.• To learn how to use 19th century digital archives. The letter to the politician and archival project (details of these assignments on the syllabus) engage students in the processes of description and synthesis.
	2 Demonstrate a developing sense of self as a learner through reflection, self-assessment, and creative work, building on prior experiences to respond to new and challenging contexts: This course asks students to examine and reflect upon "different understandings of difference, equity, and citizenship.  Participation and written assignments detailed on the syllabus all require reflection and self-reflection.  The letter to a politician has students apply their readings on nineteenth-century politics creatively to the current political situation: Our reading is focused on the controversial political issues of the 19th century—issues that raised significant political investments like equity, liberty, and justice. For this writing project, I want you to choose a text we have read and explain how your understanding of this text has pertinence to a contemporary issue that raises similar concerns. Present your argument in the form of a letter to a real politician at any level and in any branch of governance: you could write the mayor of a city, or a Congressional representative, or a local judge, or Secretary of the Treasury, or the president of the United States. Your letter should explain why you think reading this text has been helpful to your own understanding of the contemporary issue. 
	1 Examine, critique, and evaluate various expressions and implications of diversity, equity, inclusion, and explore a variety of lived experiences: Students will examine 19th century American imaginative, political, and economic writing that focuses on social justice and American inequity.  Class participation, discussion posts, a letter to a politician, and an archival project (all detailed on syllabus) provide venues for examination, criticism, and evaluation. 

	2: 
	2 Analyze and critique the intersection of concepts of justice, difference, citizenship, and how these interact with cultural traditions, structures of power and/or advocacy for social change: Students will compare a variety of American social reform movements in the 19th century focusing on justice, marginalization, solidarity, and inequity.  Class participation, discussion posts, a letter to a politician, and an archival project (all detailed on syllabus) provide venues for analysis and advocacy.



